PERFORMANCE INSTRUCTIONS
 In the vibraphone part, notes with a cross through the stem ( ) are to be struck on the edge of the bar with the shaft of the mallet stick.
 The note values in the "Ad lib" section at rehearsal letter "C" are approximate note values and should be realized at the performer's discretion. This section should be performed at a "forte" dynamic level though the performer should vary the dynamic levels to shape the phrase as to their liking.
 The "Freely" section at rehearsal letter "E" is to be performed in the same manner as the above mentioned section ("C"). The vibraphonist and guitarist are independent of each other; there is no need for any rhythmic alignment. However, the distinct phrase in the guitar part which directly precedes rehearsal letter "F" should act as a cue into the next section.
 Rehearsal letters "P", "Q", and "R," up to "S," include boxed pitches of sixteenth notes in the vibraphone and piano parts. The players should perform the boxed notes and repeat them with no pause after the note successions. The result should be a constant flow of sixteenth notes. In the first measure of rehearsal letters "P," "Q," Pno.
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